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Abstract: Rainfall data records at a long time scale are of vital importance when performing water resources’
investigation survey. This paper investigates the geographical distribution and trend in time of seasonal and
rainfall totals in Al Jabl Al Akhdar area and is composed of two main parts. The first part reviews in brief the
weather systems that contribute to precipitation in Al Akhdar Mountain and mechanisms that can initiate
and/or reinforce such systems. It also introduces a quick picture on precipitation regime in the area of study.
The second part investigates the annual and seasonal accumulated precipitation over parts of the studied area.
It is based on climate data record of 55 years of historical weather readings from 1945 till 1999 at 2 synoptic
weather stations (Shahat and Derna). The results indicate that there is no similarity in rainfall patterns for the
stations only about 100 Km distant. Furthermore, there is a repeating wave in the long-term variability of annual
and seasonal precipitation records with 5-20 years of successive wet and dry periods. The climate in the area
of study is characterized by low precipitation and it is well recognized that the most precipitation amounts are
produced by North Atlantic and Mediterranean cyclones. Moreover, rainfall is seasonal with the maximum rain
in the winter months.
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INTRODUCTION

Rainfall is a key factor for the spatial and temporal
variability of water resources. The decreasing annual
precipitation trends may have a massive impact on the
effectiveness and accurateness on planning of water
resources issues. Moreover, the change in quantity of
rainfall, especially the decrease in monthly and / or
seasonal precipitation amounts may severely affect
agricultural  planning.  Therefore,   the   changes in
rainfall structure may affect society economically and
socially.

The study area accumulate most of its precipitation Fig. 1: Reds and oranges highlight lands around the
during the winter season (about 58 %), which is the most Mediterranean  that experienced significantly
important season for water resources. The frequency of drier winters during 1971-2010 than the
drier winters has increased in the last 2 decades comparison period of 1902-2010. (Reproduced
(http://www.noaanews.noaa.gov/stories2011/20111027_ from http://www. noaanews. noaa. gov/stories
drought.html.) Figure 1 displays the geographical 2011/20111027_drought.html)
distribution of wet and dry lands around the
Mediterranean Sea during winter seasons. Note that the With lack and uncertainty of rainfall records, it is
study   area   experienced    more    winter   droughts difficult to accurately describe spatial and temporal
during 1971-2010 than that throughout the  period of distribution of hydrological processes in many arid and
1902-2010. semi arid regions [1]. Libya is one of those regions. 
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The objective of this paper is 1) to perform a
statistical     analysis        of        precipitation    amounts
(in millimeters) of the annual and three seasons (Winter
DJF, Spring MAM and Autumn SON) for the 55-year
period to study the temporal and spatial patterns of
precipitation in Al Jabal Al Akhdar region (Shahat station)
and at Derna station and 2) to present the results
regarding different aspects of precipitation variability at
the both stations through the study period (1945 till 1999).

Overview of Weather Conditions: The study area Fig. 2: Normal annual rainfall (1961 - 1990) isohyets.
experiences a Mediterranean climate, which is
characterized by cool, wet winters and warm, dry Overview of Precipitation Regime: Shahat station is
summers, which are separated by autumn and spring located in Al Jabal Al Akhdar region at an elevation of 648
seasons of rapid changes in weather situations. m. Its annual precipitation averages 557 mm with a

In the rainy season, North Atlantic cyclones that standard deviation of about 135 mm. Coefficients of
traversing Europe mostly move eastwards with their deep skewness and kurtusis for annual totals are 0.58 and 0.31
troughs extended to the North African coast. The upper respectively. With regard to Derna station, which lies
troughs also extend vertically up to the 200 hpa level or within the lee side of the Al Akdar Mountain at about 100
higher. Cut-off lows frequently form over the Km east of Shahat. Its annual precipitation averages down
Mediterranean  in  association  with   the  Atlantic to 268 mm with a standard deviation of 85 mm.
troughs. Coefficients of skewness and kurtusis for annual totals

Most of the Mediterranean cyclogenesis events are are 0.54 and -0.23 respectively. This signifies the great
forming due to the interaction between the North Atlantic influence of orographic effects, as increasing altitude
systems that cross the region and the geographic features entailing larger rainfall records [1]. Moreover, this
of the region [2]. Moreover, according to climatic data, suggests that rainfall at both stations is not normally
most of the Mediterranean cyclones develop over the sea distributed. Zekai Sen and Eljadid [3] reported that Libyan
partly as a result of the earth’s topography and sea monthly rainfall has gamma distribution. 
surface temperature effects. The upper northwest cold air, Figure 2 displays the normal annual precipitation
which penetrates into the Mediterranean, meets with warm (1961 – 1990) distribution throughout the entire Libya. It
and humid air coming from the south. This develops can be seen that the study area is delimited by the
vertical instability condition associated with relatively Mediterranean coast and the 250 mm normal annual
heavy rainfall and probably thunderstorm. If the cut-off isohyets. It can also clearly be seen that the interested
lows, such as Genoa lows that form over the region has the greatest normal annual rainfall amounts of
Mediterranean penetrate sufficiently south they will be about 600 mm. Rainfall quantities decrease rapidly
enforced by the thermal contrast. Then they move to the southwards and isohyets tend to stretch nearly parallel to
east or northeast and mostly affect Al Jabal Al Akhdar the sea coast. Spatial variability of monthly and annual
area. precipitation is governed primarily by topography and

Thus, the interested area is mainly under the coastal effects [1]. 
influence of the Atlantic troughs and cyclones that cross The rainy season goes from October to Mid April,
the Mediterranean or that originate on the sea. with the greatest in DJF months and little or no
Furthermore, the area of study receives most of its precipitation during the summer. Furthermore, the
precipitation from depressions approaching from the west. maximum rainfall occurs in January and December. Snow
It is well historically recognized that most of disturbed occurs rarely on the region. 
weather periods and precipitations are produced by North
Atlantic and Mediterranean cyclones that are associated Data: Rainfall data were collected from synoptic surface
with frontal systems at times. The mean rainfall of weather stations within the studied area. The available
December to February period being about 58% of the precipitation data were used to calculate seasonal and
annual total. annual  amounts. When dealing with rainfall analysis we
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Table 1: Summary statistics for the annual and three seasons (DJF, MAM
and SON) rainfall (mm) for (a) Shahat and (b) Derna. 

(a)
Season DJF MAM SON Annual
Mean 321.57 97.90 133.39 557.10
Median 309.10 98.70 124.30 542.10
St. deviation 118.90 55.88 69.51 135.25
Coeff. Of variation 36.04 57.64 52.48 23.86
(b)
Season DJF MAM SON Annual
Mean 152.05 38.47 75.03 268.34
Median 135.70 28.70 65.40 258.80
St. deviation 63.23 30.91 51.54 84.64
Coeff. Of variation 39.85 78.13 68.41 30.62

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Boxplots of rainfall amounts for the annual and
three seasons (DJF, MAM and SON) for (a)
Shahat and (b) Derna

considered a year as complete although it was not in 2
cases: 1) Shahat  station  series  has 2 missing months
(Jan and Feb) in 1945, 2) Derna station series has 4
missing months (Jan, Feb, Mar and Apr) in the same year.
Data are unverified. Only simple quality control checks
were made to make sure there are no negative
precipitation values in the series.

General Remarks on Long-term Rainfall Variability:
The first step of the analysis includes the identification
and understanding of the main features of the
precipitation data and makes a comparison between the

annual and three seasons’ rainfall data. This is an
essential  component  of  any statistical analysis. Table 1
(a and b) lists the statistical properties of the annual and
three seasons precipitation for Shahat and Derna
respectively and compare the rainfall in the three seasons.
The median rainfall amounts indicate that winter has the
highest amount of rainfall while spring has the lowest
amount. A first glance at Table 1 (a and b) indicates that
the variation coefficient ((standard deviation / mean) *
100), which is a non-dimensional measure of variation
between different seasons, at Shahat is smaller than at
Derna in the annual and three seasons rainfall. A larger
variation in respect of precipitation depth at Derna
indicates more pronounced arid periods than in Shahat. 

Figure 3 (a and b) shows the boxplots of precipitation
totals for the annual and DJF, MAM and SON seasons at
Shahat and Derna respectively. It can be seen that the
spread of the precipitation values is the highest in the
annual cycle at the both stations. 

With regard to Shahat, the inter-quartile range (IQR),
in the seasonal cycle, is decreasing from winter to spring
with the lowest in autumn, indicating reduced seasonal
rainfall spread especially in the autumn season. In
addition, the extreme values are closer to the median in the
spring and autumn seasons. Moreover, from boxplots
there appear that the annual and winter rainfall totals are
highly positively skewed suggesting that the
predominance of a rainfall depth that is less than average.
Autumn rainfall seems to be distributed normally.
However, there were extremely higher values (outliers)
that skewed the distribution towards higher levels of
precipitation (a lesser positive skewness). On the other
hand, spring season rainfall shows a higher negative
skewness indicating that more rainfall amounts are higher
than average with no outlying observations. 

The boxplot for Derna, on the other hand, suggests
that the IQR, in the seasonal cycle, is decreasing from
winter to autumn with the lowest in spring, indicating
reduced seasonal rainfall variability especially in the
spring season. Furthermore, the extreme values are also
closer to the median in the spring season. Moreover, from
the boxplots there appear that the annual and winter
season rainfall are highly positively skewed suggesting
that the predominance of a rainfall depth which is less
than average. Autumn rainfall amounts display a lesser
positive skewness. 

Moving Averages and Cyclic Patterns: A measure of
long-term trends and annual variability may be achieved
by using  moving  average  method; one can smooth the
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Fig. 4: Annual, winter and autumn rainfall series and their 5-year moving averages for (a) Shahat and (b) Derna.

Fig. 4: Caption at fig.4 (a)

random  variations  in   a   data   series   to   highlight variability  and  time  series  of 5-year  moving  averages
long-term  climatological  nature  of  rainfall.  In  this for  Shahat and   Derna   respectively.   The  smooth
paper, a 5-year moving average was used to investigate curve  shows  the  same  data  but  filtered to suppress
the evidence for time trends in  annual  rainfall.  Figure 4 any  variations  on  time  scale  less  than   approximately
(a and b) shows the annual, winter and autumn rainfall 5 years. 
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The graphical analysis of annual rainfall variability Conclusions and Recommended Future Work: The
and its 5 year moving average series indicates the annual rainfall totals are highly positively skewed at
presence of a falling trend at Shahat. On the other hand, Shahat and Derna stations, which implies that more
the time series of 5-year moving average for Derna station rainfall amounts are lower than mean. This is also the case
shows an increasing trend. However, there is a strong for the winter season, which contributes to about 58% of
degree  of   variability   throughout   the   55-year  period the annual total. 
of  record  for  annual  variability. Even with the Some aspects of spatial and temporal rainfall
smoothing time series, developed from 5-year moving variability for the Green Mountain have been discussed
average, the occurrence of a definite trend remains and presented. The moving average calculations may
somewhat unclear. The figure also indicates quite have  introduced  a  certain  amount of the periodicity.
dissimilar annual patterns for the two stations (Shahat and This may be used as a foundation for predicting possible
Derna). The diagram for Shahat shows a cosine wave with future rainfall patterns, particularly in the context of
amplitude of 40-60 mm and wavelength of 10-15 years. On appropriate water resources planning. In the annual
the other hand, the diagram for Derna suggests negative precipitation records of the Shahat synoptic weather
and positive trends during 1954-1972 and 1982-1999 station, there appear upward and downward trends of
respectively and subsequently, successive upward and about 10-15 years seem to alternate. With regard to the
downward trends of about 5 years appear between the Derna station, an 18 year cycle being the most
two periods. pronounced. Generally, the 5-year moving average

Water supply and agriculture generally depend on indicates that the long-term variability of seasonal and
winter and autumn rainfall amounts [4], which are the annual precipitation seems to follow a general pattern of
dominant seasons of  greatest  rainfall. Thus, the same successive dry and wet periods of 5-20 years. 
method is used to identify seasonal variability and long Regarding the spatial variability of annual rainfall it
term changes for the both seasons. The seasonal appears that it is partly governed by coastal effects and
variation is also too strong it hides any trends or cycles. land terrain features. Even for stations only about 100 Km
From figure 4 (a), it may be seen that, at Shahat there apart, quite dissimilar rainfall patterns appear for the two
appear  a slight  falling  trend  for  the   winter  and stations. Moreover, there is larger rainfall spread at Derna,
autumn seasons even though there are episodes of which indicates more pronounced arid episodes in the
increase.  On  the  other  hand,  the  seasonal  rainfall region.
pattern at Derna station shows an increasing trend for It is recommended to undertake a comprehensive
winter,  whereas  autumn  season shows a slow analysis of rainfall data records using numerous rainfall
decreasing  trend.  However,  even with the smoothing stations within the study area and surrounded regions.
time series,  the   appearance   of   a  definite  trend This would help to get more conclusive trends and cycles
remains somewhat ambiguous. Moreover, the observed as well as a clearer picture of temporal and spatial patterns
change in mean annual and seasonal precipitation is of precipitation and the factors lying behind this. Such
statistically not significant to draw the conclusion at the valuable information would help to give a clearer picture
both stations. of the water resources available nowadays. The lack of

Generally speaking, the variability and trends in time precipitation records across the study area was a main
of rainfall for winter season at the both stations appears concern for this study.
to be quite similar to that of annual as expected, with more Another suggestion is to try understanding and
uniformity. Moreover, at the Shahat station, the cosine detecting if there are any shifts in the tracks of depression
wave pattern appears clearer in winter with the same systems in the Mediterranean region as a result of climate
wavelength as in the annual and amplitude of 40-50 mm. change.
Regarding autumn season, the wavelength of periodic
component would be longer, while the amplitude is smaller REFERENCES
(compared with annual and winter patterns). On the other
hand, the repetition wave at Derna appears, in general, 1. Berndtsson, R., 1987. Spatial and Temporal variability
with a wavelength of about 10 years and amplitude of 50 of rainfall and potential evaporation in Tunisisa.
mm. IAHS Publ., 168, 1987.
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